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Abstract
For low-power wireless networks, it is important to survive interference to be usable for Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT) applications. Distributed flooding protocols like Glossy or Chaos have shown that they can meet the expectations of surviving interference and node failures. However, non-distributed, centralized schedulers are favorable for IIoT but are not used yet in these environments. In this paper, we explore the use of centralized schedulers for low-power wireless networks to achieve robustness in data collection applications.

1 Introduction
The growing number of Internet of Things (IoT) and particularly Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) applications using wireless communication has strong requirements on reliability and latency. Because many devices are battery powered, or harvest their energy themselves, low-power operation including a low energy consumption is another important factor to keep as low as possible.

Based on the mentioned requirements, different protocols for data collection, especially distributed ones, have been developed. These include Glossy [3] and Glossy-based protocols as well as protocols based on the best-effort routing protocol RPL [7]. These protocols have the advantage to be able to adapt easily to non-predefined communications. A centralized approach on the other hand, needs to know which communications have to be performed at a given point in time and can be able to guarantee a certain reliability and latency for these communications. Moreover, centralized approaches are not necessarily dependant on routing protocol like RPL. Existing centralized schedulers focus mainly on the schedulability of communications in (almost) interference-free networks with highly reliable links.

We present C-TSCH, a centralized scheduler for TSCH, working with a novel routing strategy sliding windows. This strategy enables the use of centralized schedulers in networks susceptible to interference, combining the advantages of centralized schedulers with those of traditionally distributed ones.

2 Centralized Scheduler (C-TSCH)
The centralized scheduler we present in this paper is based on the TSCH layer implemented in Contiki-NG [5, 2, 1]. Contrary to previously presented centralized scheduling algorithms, like C-LLF [6], focusing mainly on schedulability, the focus of our scheduler is on reliability of communications in networks susceptible to interference.

The scheduler consists of two modules, a Contiki network layer and a scheduling software, on a central server, performing the routing and scheduling using a modified version of a shortest-path first scheduler and applying the retransmission strategy of sliding windows to it. The network layer performs the neighbor discovery, the implementation of the TSCH schedule as well as the main communication functions of sending, receiving and forwarding. The neighbor discovery for the competition version of the scheduler was performed prior to the evaluation using broadcasts with individual transmission slots for each node in the network.

Besides these network layer implementations, the following changes of the TSCH layer were necessary. We extended the behaviour of the TSCH queues from neighbor-based to flow-based. Flow-based queues have the advantage of being able to forward data independent of the order it was received in.

The scheduling software which is written in Python allows an easier implementation and testing of different scheduling algorithms and retransmission strategies than a scheduler which is part of the nodes’ operating system. Our scheduling software creates the schedules for the node layouts given for the competition, based on the data from multiple neighbor discovery runs. It uses a modified shortest-path first scheduler with the retransmission strategy of sliding windows and generates the schedule as C-code which is used for the evaluation of the competition.

2.1 Sliding Windows
Our scheduling strategy of sliding windows introduces a variable number of retransmissions for a route from a transmitter to a receiver to add robustness of the system to interference while adding the least possible increase of latency.
To have a variable number of retransmissions per hop of a communication flow, we use TSCH slots that can be either used for reception or for transmission (RXTX). With these slots, our scheduler is not limited to a fixed number of retransmissions per hop but can instead dynamically perform as many retransmissions as needed depending on the surrounding interference level. After a successful transmission, the remaining transmission slots are skipped.

An important parameter of this strategy is the window size which is the number of timeslots a node is maximally involved in for communication. This window size also determines how many timeslots a transmission maximally takes. In the best case, without interference, it takes no more timeslots than the number of hops, like traditional scheduling algorithms. Whereas it can take a maximum of 2 less than the window size additional timeslots to perform the end-to-end transmission.

Figure 1 shows a possible schedule for a route of 5 nodes with a window size of 5. For nodes B, C and D, it can be seen that those three nodes are involved in the communication for a maximum of 5 timeslots and have a radio on time of maximally 5 slots as well. Every node which might be sending or receiving in the same timeslot (marked with RXTX) has a shared slot of both modes executing one or the other based on the previous reception of the packet sent in this communication.

3 Design

The scheduler design for the competition consists of a shortest-path first scheduler in combination with the retransmission strategy of sliding windows. We computed the schedules for the given scenarios and the given network topology beforehand. Nodes that are not scheduled to be part of any of the communication flows for each scenario are not used and therefore their processor is set to low-power mode 4 (LPM 4) to save energy.

4 Assumptions

To be able to compete with our presented scheduler in the competition, we made the following assumption. We will perform the scheduling of the connections beforehand resulting in a set of static paths, therefore the source and destination nodes have to be known beforehand and must not change between runs.

5 Initial Results

The experiments we performed during the preparation phase show, that our scheduler is able to reach a reliability of almost 100% with an average latency of 455.5 ms and using only 160 J of energy for the whole testbed consisting of 51 nodes. These measurements were reached without any generated interference. Figure 2 shows the achievable reliability for different interference levels dependant on the acceptable latency. It shows that the created schedule performs well for no interference, for which the schedule is optimized, but there is room for improvements for scenarios with interference present.

6 Discussion

As seen in the initial results, our presented solution works well for no or only little interference, but not well enough for IIoT applications susceptible to higher interference levels. This is due to using a single path only, for each communication flow, which cannot adapt to strong interference levels along the path. Moreover, the TSCH initialization takes a long time with high interference levels, leading to a low reliability in the beginning of an experimental run. Furthermore, the limited hardware capabilities of TelosB nodes (RAM and ROM) coupled with a modern operating system (Contiki-NG) and the need to include all possible schedules in the firmware are very challenging.

7 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we present C-TSCH, a novel centralized scheduler based on sliding windows as a solution for the problem of data collection in low-power wireless networks susceptible to interference. For a future version of the scheduler, we plan to include a multi-path routing strategy as well as multicast transmissions to ensure better performance under interference.
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